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Hello APEXionado,

Is it just me, or did summer zip by faster than an APEX dynamic action?

There's a hint of fall in the air, a spring in our step, and a whole host of APEX updates we can't wait to
share with you.

We've got everything from exciting community challenges to notable presentations, and inspiring
success stories. Plus, don't miss out on our upcoming events that promise to amp up your APEX game.

So, before you grab that pumpkin spice latte or mourn the end of beach days, dive into this edition
brimming with juicy #orclapex tidbits. 

News
The Free Certification for OCI has been extended till September 30, 2023! Don't miss out
on this golden chance to pursue the Oracle APEX Developer Professional certification.
Can't make it to Oracle CloudWord? Sign up for a Free digital pass including digitally
delivered keynotes, learning sessions, and Oracle TV.
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Oracle Developers has put together a shortlist of 5 Low Code sessions to attend at
CloudWorld. Check them out.
Don't miss the next Oracle APEX Office hours about APEX and Property Graphs in
Oracle Database 23C on September 14.
Oracle recently provided a Step by Step video guide to build AI-Powered Image Search
into your existing APEX app. 
APEX Director of Project Management / Strategy Chaitanya Koratamaddi invites you to his
latest webinar entitled "Building Powerful and Compelling Reports using Oracle
APEX" on Sept. 20
In their latest blogs: Adrian Png shows you how to train an AI model to recognize an
Oracle APEX Challenge Coin and Louis Moreaux helps you fine tune your APEX UI
with its built-in Universal Theme CSS utility classes.

Template Component Challenge
Alert!

Oracle APEX 23.1 brought us Template Components, a new
plug-in type for building (and sharing!) re-usable UI
components.

Template Components are game changers, and Philipp
Hartenfeller has launched a community challenge (with
awesome prizes) to encourage people to submit their own. As
of today, 9 template components have been added to
apex.world. Will yours be next? Click here to learn all about
the challenge.

Catch the best of Kscope23
When asked how he felt about clinching the title of best
presenter in the Oracle APEX track at the KScope23
conference, our very own Rich Soule responded in his signature
style: "Perpetually Fantastic". And while that's his answer to just
about everything, I can't help but think it's particularly fitting this
time.

Sad to have missed it? We asked Rich if he’d be willing to do a
live replay and his answer was a resounding “Absolutely”.

!

 Webinar: “APEX & ORDS for DBAs and System
Admins”

⏰

 Thursday, September 28, 1 - 2pm EDT (UTC-4)
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Join us live on our YouTube channel, and don't forget to
subscribe to get notified!

 

Oracle ACEs - Our Shining Stars :

♠

The Oracle ACE program's 2023 certificates are out, and I'm
thrilled to share that 10 of these were awarded to members of the
Insum family. Among them is Canada's only ACE Director, Adrian
Png, whose dedication and expertise continue to set benchmarks
in the industry.

Business Innovation Series: AP Automation with
APEX and OCI

 

 

The most recent session of the Business Innovations Series featured our client, Giovani Cani of
Trailcon Leasing. If you missed it, you may want to catch the replay to learn how Trailcon is
leveraging Oracle APEX to truly transform the way they do business. From AP Automation
leveraging Oracle APEX and OCI’s Document Understanding, to IoT, telemetry, geolocation and
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more, Trailcon is truly an amazing example of Oracle APEX’s value proposition. And we’re
grateful to be a part of this success story!

APEX Meetup at CloudWorld!

Las Vegas is about to get cloudier, but in the best possible way.
Oracle CloudWorld returns from September 18–21, 2023.
Tailored for every Oracle enthusiast, from partners to patrons,
CloudWorld offers a golden opportunity to deep-dive into Oracle's
solutions—encompassing everything from cutting-edge
infrastructure to transformative databases and apps. And we’ll be
there too.

Not only are we attending, but Adrian and Monty will also
stepping up to the podium as speakers, ready to share their
seasoned perspectives. Eager to link up with us? Find out our
exact whereabouts here and get the inside scoop on our
traditional APEX Meetup. See you in Vegas!

 

 

Lotus Notes to Oracle APEX
Success Story

Our latest success story showcases the transformation of one of
North America's largest cemeteries. Moving from an outdated
Lotus Notes system to a modern digital platform (that runs on
APEX, of course) has streamlined operations and improved
customer interactions. Through this transition, the cemetery has
achieved more efficient data management, better staff
coordination, and a notable increase in customer satisfaction.

Click through to get the details.
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Navigate Oracle Forms to Oracle APEX with confidence

Migrating from Oracle Forms to APEX? Unearth hidden complexities and avoid costly surprises with
TransForm. Our 20 years of Oracle Forms and APEX expertise culminate in this comprehensive
assessment service, designed to address your pain points, prepare your migration, and tailor the
transition to your needs. Ready to transform uncertainty into success? Learn more here.

That's it from Insum this month! Keep coding, keep innovating, and most importantly, keep on smiling.

Until next time.

APEXionately yours,

Michelle from the Insum Team
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